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RHA Congress Meeting Minutes 
September 13, 2006 
Meeting Began: 4:03pm 
Attendance: all halls present 
Officer Reports: 
President (Cynthia): Read RHA purpose, gave job description, have meetings in public 
place once a week, RHA retreat is September 24 from 12:00-4:00 then :from 4:00 on at 
Spillway, explained BOB (Best of Bluegrass) notebook. 
Executive Vice President (Tabitha): gave job description, explained committees, 
explained Programming Notebook. 
Vice President of Administration (Samantha): gave job description, give me minutes 
every week, attendance--- only allowed three absences per year, budget, contact info. 
NCC (Pat): gave job description, conferences-the voice for Morehead, BOB awards, 
writes and votes on bids, SAACURH (South Atlantic Affiliate of College and University 
Residence Halls) is Oct. 27-29lots offun, sign up if interested 
NCC-IT (Deana): gave job description, discussed BOB's, we are hosting KARH 
(Kentucky Association of Residence Halls) this year-February 2-4, need volunteers for 
help on committees, pass around sign up sheet, committees that need help-Food, 
Hospitality, and Programming. 
Advisor (Shannon Colvin a.k.a. "Pearl"): job description, here to advise, make sure 
programs are appropriate, you are a role model to campus now. 
Special Ice Breaker: made name tags to introduce ourselves to each other. 
Old Business: none 
New Business: 
Pearl- this weekend is Family weekend, RHA gives out award for Hall that has the 
biggest turnout of families 
Motion was made by Pearl to give $200 to hall with best turnout. 
Motion was seconded by Caleb Creech. 
Motion passed. 
Pearl- Judy Krug with the Alcohol and Drug Task Force asked RHA to donate money to 
the Sexual Assault program on Sept. 28, 2006 to be held on the Laughlin lawn. 
Justin May motioned to donate $50. 
Motion was seconded by Aaron Dourson. 
Friendly amendment was made by Caleb Creech to give $30 instead of $50. 
Motion was accepted by original motion maker Justin May. 
Question was called by Brandon Green. 
Motion Failed. 
Discussion: Dallas Sammons- spoke with Judy Krug and she is asking different campus 
organizations for donations. Mike Hannon agreed with $50. 
Motion was made by Charles Dunaway to donate $100. 
Motion was seconded by Ryan Thorn. 
Discussion: Brandon Green-good cause to donate towards. 
Motion passed with one objection. 
Discussion: 
Charles Dunaway: righl elevator in Nunn breaks down. 
Dennee Whit: the internet in Mignon Tower does not work well. 
Caleb Creeeh: Fields elevator door doesn't work. 
Eric Langermeir: Patio tiles at Alumni are broken 
Andy Jackson: Mignon Hall elevator and tiles are bad. 
Announcements: 
Pearl: remember our other Advisor Jodi in prayer. 
Pat: needs to speak with certain people after adjournment. 
Deana: questions about KARH and SAACURH see her. 
Cynthia: keep your folders. 
Brandon Green made Motion to adjourn the meeting. 
Seconded by Caleb Creech. 
Meeting Ended: 5:00pm 
ber20,2006 
Meeting Began: 4:01pm 
Attend ce: all balls present 
Exe£ Reports: 
President (Cynthia): welcome, make sure to have first hall oouncil meeting, take 
minutes, RHA retreat-MANDATORY- Sunday September 24, at 12:00. Meet in lobby of 
ADUC. Will have business here then move to city park for fun or Mignon Tower 
Penthouse depending on weather. 
Executive Vice President (Tabitha): committees have been chosen, assigned congress 
to their committees 
V~ President of AdmlnistratieD: (S aatlaa): co tact information c >trect, bring 
RHC minutes to me, budget report 
NCC (Pat): SAACURH- taking two people from Congress~ meet him outside of meeting 
NCC-IT (Deana): no report. 
Executive Committee Member (Bri n): no report. 
Hall Reports: 
Mignon Tower: no meeting yet butmeetings will be held uesday nights at 9!15 
Butler: introduced each other, meetings will be Wednesdays at 8:00 
Alumni: discussed possible ftmdraisers, meetings will be Mondays at 4:30 
Cartmel: no meeting yet but meetings will take place Mondays at 9:00 
East Mignon: introduced each other, meetings will be Mondays at 7:00, talking of 
replacing VP of Admin. 
Fields: no report. 
Mignon Hall: introduced each other, talked about goals and possible hall news1etter7 
meetings will be Tuesdays at 5:00 
Nuan: no meeting yet but meetings will be Wednesday at 10:00 
Thompson: meetings will be Mondays at 8:30 
West Mignon: discussed social events and fundraising ideas, meetings will be Tuesdays 
at 9:00. 
Committee Reports: 
Pro · ing: meetings will be uesda.ys at 5:00 
Housing: meetings will be Wednesdays at 5:00 on the~ floor of ADUC 
Publicity: meetings will be Wednesday at 3:30 in ADUC 
Ad · or Reports: 
Shannon Colvin (Pearl): Congratulations to Butler for winning the $200 award at 
Family Weekend. 
Benji Bryant: No Report: 
Jody Abdon: No Report. 
Old Business: none. 
New Business: none 
Housing Concerns: 
Mike: lights are on in Cooper 
Scott: towel racks in Mignon Hail-hooks not working 
Erie: leak in lobby of Ahnnni and hole in floor, right elevator is broken, internet slow 
Ryan: bees around garbage can outside of Butler 
Deana: internet slow in Mignon Tower 
Pearl: internet apparently slow all over campus 
Point of Order called by Brandon Green: there is a control in place to stop people from 
downloading illegal songs and videos~ causing internet to be slower. 
Caleb: elevator in Fields broken 
Seott: elevator in Mignon HaJI doesn't work well 
D' cussion! 
Pearl: accepting people to sit on Housing Disciplinary Board. 
D Koett: Disciplinary Board consists of RHA members and RA, s, asked for people 
who were interested, those interested: Ryan, Caleb, Billy, Brittani, Brandon, Brian, Andy, 
Eric, Chris, Deana. 
Announcements: 
Aaron: Capital Steps in Button auditorium tomorrow 
Pearl! take posters to hang up in halls for pre-game student cookout on Saturday, hall 
with the highest number of residents there gets a pizza party for the hall. 
Pat: Congrats to Deana-new State Board Director, Brian- State Board AD of Admin, and 
Cynthia- State Board AD of RecognitimL 
Caleb: request that the winner of the pizza party be the haJJ with the highest percent of 
people there, not the biggest nwnber 
Dean Koett: the percent of people there is based on the percent of people in the building 
Charles: amount of people is equal to the amount of family there so it should remain 
percentage of people 
Pat: need to see Caleb and Ryan after the meeting 
Motion t& Adjourn made by Brandon Green. 
Seeoaded by Mike Hannon. 
Meeting Ended: 4:45pm 
RHA Congress Meeting Minutes September 27, 2006 
Meeting Began: 4:02pm 
Attendance: all halls present. 
Exec Repo.rts: 
Cynthia: Thanks to Dean Koett and Dallas Sammons for coming to meeting, read email 
from Mike Walters about housing concerns. Dean Koett informed everyone that internet 
was slow in Mignon Tower because of restrictions set on the internet this summer for the 
Governors Scholars. The problem has been corrected. 
Tabitha: turn in committee meeting minutes. 
Samantha: tum in hall council meeting minutes, have everyone's correct email address. 
Pat: Good retreat. 
Deana: no report. 
Brian: BOB's, email forms out 
Pearl: Getting BOB's printed, thanks for good retreat-accomplished a lot. 
Jody: Heart Walk is October 7th. 
Benji: No report. 
Han Reports: 
Alumni: t-shirt ideas, Halloween mixer. new VP of Admin. And new 6th floor rep .• 
talked about workers working on roof too early. 
Butler: Traveling Trophy, Game Night, community service ideas 
Cartmell: discussed future programs 
East Mignon: new VP of Admin., :fundraising ideas, t-shirts, care package at midterms, 
sell flowers. 
Fields: held elections, intramurals, fundraisers 
Mignon Hall: Halloween party October 31, t-shirt contest, staff shirts 
Mignon Tower: intramurals, programs, possibly having Costume Ball on October 30, 
"Mignon Tower safe Night Out" on October 3l,Adopt a Solider, new floor reps, Dennee 
resigned as President, Dollar Dinner, Meetings now on Sundays at 7 
Nunn: t-shirts, Halloween 
Thompson: no report. 
West Mignon: t-shirts, Homecoming Banner, fundraising 
Co.mmittee Reports: 
Publicity /Fundraising: :fundraising ideas-candy sale, proposal, talk to Bill Redwine to 
see if able to sell at sporting events. 
Housing: Brandon Green new appointed chair, discussed putting boxes in halls for 
concerns, discussed survey topics 
Programming: RAC week events, Flag Football, meetings now Tuesday at 5:30 
Old Business: none. 
New Business: proposal from Exec Board for $1700 to attend SACURRH. Discussion of 
the proposal: Pat: Exec Board will not exceed the $1700, if its less than that then the extra 
money will stay in account. 
Question called by Brain Stephens. 
Motion Passed. 
Discussion: 
Andy: Homecoming Float. 
Cynthia: deadline has passed but could email to see if still available to be in parade. 
Pat: must have a trailer, would be a big job. 
Aaron: has utility trailer. 
Caleb: big job. 
Deana: two years ago, RHA rode in back of truck and hung up RHA banner. 
Katie: has big HOT truck. 
Charles: hay ride. 
Pearl: check to see if use of truck would be appropriate. 
Cynthia: voted to see if rather have float or truck, truck idea won, will email to see if it 
wouldbeok. 
Caleb: can people fmd out budgets of each hall. 
Pearl: budgets vary, Homecoming Banner contest, theme this year is "Viva Las 
Homecoming" 
Dean Koett: events with food must be approved, there are food guidelines. 
Pearl: chips and pop are ok. 
Caleb: Banner sheets are provided. 
Housing Concerns: 
Brian: Butler washer 3 is flooding 
Chris: workers on roof of Alumni too early, washers and dryers not good 
Pat: air conditioner turned off in Mignon Tower 
Andy: elevator in Mignon Hall is broken. 
Ryan: Cartmell washer and dryers messed up. 
Caleb: empty rooms in Fields 
Dean Koett: looking for something to use those empty rooms for. 
Eric: elevator in Alumni messed up 
Pat: elevator truck was outside Mignon Tower all night 
Ryan: windows in Cartmell rattle 
Charles: Cooper hall windows used to rattle when loud cars went by. 
Announcements: 
Cynthia: t-shirts must be approved through housing, if you don't have a meeting must 
write down ''no meeting" on paper and tum it in. 
Andy: needs to meet with every President 
Eric: Miss Push America Pageant on Thursday night 
DaJJas Sammons: RAINN on Thursday night (28~, S~ A~ult Awareness on 
Laughlin Lawn, free food, RHA donated money so come support. 
Cynthia: good meeting. 
Motion to close made by Brandon Green. 
Seconded by Andy Jackson. 
Meeting Ended: 4:50pm 
RHA Congress Minutes October 4. 2006 
Time Started: 4:03pm 
Attendance: all halls present. 
Exec Reports: 
Cynthia: truck for Homecoming parade, can hold eight people in the back, sign up if 
want to ride, if get more than eight people then must get another truck. 
Samantha: attendance policy, bring minutes, budget report. 
Tabitha: turn in committee minutes 
Deana: SAACURH emaiJs, meeting for SAACURH will be in Mignon Tower penthouse 
on October 1 01h at 9:00pm~ KARR email sent out, KARH meeting will be on_ October 
11th at 5:OOpm in RHA office, if you can't make it to these meetings and have a valid 
reason, let us know so we can email you what you missed. 
Brian: if anyone has a BOB write up submit it by Friday. 
Pearl: no report 
Jody: Heart Walk is Oct. 7th at 9:00am on Laughlin Lawn, anyone who would like to 
donate money is encouraged to do so. 
Benji: no report 
Ha.U Reports; 
Alumni: t-shirt designs, Safety Program, RA Date Auction 
Butler: Com hole tournament, uniform ideas 
Cartme.U: no report 
East Mignon: t-shirts, Halloween Boo Grams, intramurals, Homecoming Banner 
Fields: Homecoming Banner, Fire Safety, New VP is Rebecca Green 
Mignon Hall: Homecoming Banner, Trick or Treat, Floor Reps 
Mignon Tower: Safe Night Out on Oct. 31st from 6-8, Costume Party, Dennee resigned 
as President so Desiree Holland is new President, Katie is VP, Rebecca VP Publicity. 
Nunn: t-shirt contest, Homecoming Banner, Halloween Care Package 
Thompson: no report 
West Mignon: Homecoming Banner 
Committee Reports: 
Housing: questions, possibly set up table in ADUC 
Programming: RAC week, Monday putting candy in mailboxes, Tuesday is Custodian 
appreciation, Wednesday is Donuts and Juice at Bell Tower, Thursday is Thanksgiving 
Dinner and Friday is Award for most random act of kindness. 
Publicity: switched chairs, candy bar sales. 
Old Business: none 
New Business: new proposal from Exec Board to allow RHA to give $100 to the 
Homecoming Banner Contest Winner. 
Question called by Brian Stephens. 
Motion Passed. 
Motion to end Business made by Mike Harmon. 
Se~onded by Caleb Creech. 
Discussion: 
Cynthia: encourage everyone to participate in banner contest. Homecoming parade be at 
Post Office in town at 5:30pm on Thursday, using Katie's Truck. 
Pearl: Theme for Banner is Viva Las Homecoming, playing against the Davidson 
Wildcats, their mascot is "Mr. Cat." 
Aaron: Recycling bins in buildings. 
Dallas Sammons: Recycling position has not been replaced, have tried to put bins in 
halls before but sanitation became problem, will talk to custodial services about bins. 
Pearl: Jerome Stephens wanted to know if we wanted to do something with the 
Homecoming Kickoff event on Friday 
Cynthia: need help running snow cone machine, from 4-7, Andy and Brian were 
interested in helping. 
Brian: collect pop tabs to donate to the Ronald McDonald house at state conference 
Justin: contact schools and recycling center for donation 
Rebecca G.- will contact Rodburn Elementary School 
Housing Concerns: 
Chris: Alumni Cable channels 2,5, and 9 do not work properly. 
Pearl: channels 2,8,10 are being updated in system, channel9, Hazard transmitter went 
out and channel 5 switched stations. 
Dallas Sammons: cable people are aware of problems 
Chris: wire is hanging from the roof of Alumni 
Cynthia: Roof of Alumni is contracted and they are trying to finish it before winter, 
washing machine issue has been sent to Bill Redwine 
Dallas: roof should be mostly removed by Friday. 
Cynthia: elevator problems being addressed. 
Scott: 6th floor of Mignon Hall, there is a concrete strip being chipped up 
Pearl: looks like gravel. 
Aaron: stairwell in west side of Thompson has smell 
Pearl: that smell has been there since last Thanksgiving 
Brian: washer 3 in Butler got repaired but started leaking again as it was used 
Pearl: washer needs replaced 
Erica: halls in West are slick when mopped. 
Rebecca G.- using too much bleach in Fields bathrooms 
Justin: Butler vendin~ machine has stale food, 2nd floor has metal strip broken 
Brian: fire door on 3r floor doesn't close. 
Announcements: 
Scott: need everyone's VP ofPublicity emails. 
Brian: give out your email so they can email you. 
Motion to close made by Brian Stephens. 
Seconded by Mike Harmon. 
Meeting Ended: 4:50pm 
RHA Congress Minutes October 11,2006 
Tirne Started: 4:03pm 
Attendance: Cartmell Hall absent 
Exec Reporb: 
Cynthia: Homecoming Parade, Thursday meet at 5:30, using Katie's truck, eight people 
can ride in the back but if more than eight people want to be in the parade they can walk 
beside the truck. Homecoming kickoff is Friday from 4-7, need people to help with the 
popcorn machine. 
Tabitha: committee evaluations during committee break 
Samantha: tum in minutes, budget report 
Pat: attendance was poor at Programming Committee meeting, make sw-e you attend 
committee minutes, SAACURH meeting went well 
Deana: no report. 
Brian: going to select BOB winners 
Pearl: no report. 
Jody: no report. 
Hall Repod:s: 
Alumni: discussed t-shirts, Homecoming banner 
Butler: discussed future projects, intramural t-shirts, hall improvements 
Cartmell: absent 
East Mignon: Homecoming Banner 
Fields: no report. 
Mignon Hall: floor reps, Halloween Party 
Mignon Tower: Care Packages, Trick or Treat night, Costume Ball on Wed. Oct. 25, 
Dollar Dinner on the 16th 
Nunn: no report. 
Thompson: no report. 
West Mignon: no report. 
Committee Reports: 
Publicity/Fundraising: looking at list of events for RAK. week in order to think of ways 
to publicize, candy bar sales at sporting events 
Programming: RAK week times of events, emailed Mike Walters about custodian 
breakfast. 
Housing: chair for the day: Charles, table on the 24th, new meeting time is Wednesday at 
6:30 in ADUC, boxes for concerns, email out about doing online work orders. 
Old Business: none. 
New Business: Proposal from Exec Board to allot another $100 to the Banner contest 
since historically the prize has been $200. 
Discussion: Charles: good idea since money will be used for the winning hall 
Question called by Mike Harmon. 
Motion Pass.,4. · 
Rousing Concerns: 
Rebecca G.: railing coming off wall on stairs from first to second floor in Fields. 
Scott: ladybugs back slow internet in Mignon Hall. 
Mike: 3rd floor Butler only has one soap dish, need another one 
Chris: tiles on Ahunni patio are loose. 
Justin: metal plate still not fixed in Butler. 
Charles: internet in Nunn slow. 
Pat: internet crashed yesterday 
Cynthia: mold situation being addressed, if you have a problem do online work order 
first then tell Hall Director. 
Discussion: 
Pearl: choose movies for Channel 55 for November and December 
Cynthia: signups to work popcorn machine, Parade line up at post office at 5:30 
Brian: BOB forms printed. 
Announcements: 
Pat: KARH meeting in RHA office at 5:00 today (Wednesday). 
Pearl: KARH student of the Year winner~~~ Deana! Congrats. 
Motion to Close made by Mike Harmon 
Seconded by Scott Chaney. 
Meeting Ended: 5:00pm 
RHA Congress Minutes October I81h 2006 
Meeting Began: 4:00pm 
Att·endaoce: all halls present 
Exec Reports: 
Cyntbla: Thanks for coming to parade and Homecoming Kickoff, whoever participated 
got Merit points, from now on, will have Hot Topic of the Week during discussion. 
Samantha: tum in minutes and if you don't have a meeting, write down '"no meeting" 
and tum it in so records can be kep~ budget report. 
Pat: SAACURH meeting went well, will have definite price next week, should be less 
than proposed $1700, will not spend what we won't need. 
Brian: BOB winners for September: Educational Program winner: Tre Sizemore's 
program ' Remembering 9/1 1 " : Exec. Member of the Month: Cynthia Fitzpatrick, 
congrats to winners, deadline for October programs is Nov. 71h.) these winners also won 
on state level. 
Jody: no report 
Hall Renorts: 
Alumni: discussed problems in the Hall, intramurals, t-shirts 
Butler: Halloween, floor war, t-shlrts 
Cartmell: t-shirts, intramurals 
East Mignon: po report 
Fields: possible charities to donate to, intramurals 
Mignon Hall: Halloween party 
Mignon Tower: postponed Dollar Dinner for health regulations, Halloween Party 
Noon! Homecoming Banner, Fundraising, midterm care packages 
Thompson: Housing concerns 
West Mignon: discussed Mignon Halls Halloween Party, future events 
Eagle Lake Apartments: no report 
Committee Reports: 
PR/Fundraising: RAK week ideas, went over RAK week schedule, candy bar sale 
prices-want to sell at Bell Tower, Read poems by Cynthia. 
Housing Contems: Decorating Boxes, table in ADUC on Tuesday from 11-1:30 
Programming: RAK week~ setting up Flag Football tournament 
Old Business: none 
New Business: none 
Housing Concerns: 
Charles: Nunn shower doors getting stuck 
Eric: Alumni tiles breaking, leak over mailboxes, elevator broken, water is fixed 
Rebecca G.: janitor using too much bleach in bathroom on 2nd floor in Fields, 3 of 6 
showers don't work on end toward the Library 
Cynthia: trying to kill mold with the bleach 
Scott: elevator broken in Mignon Hall, internet slow, ladybugs 
Erica: floors slick in West, could be caused by dew 
Discussion: 
Hot Topic of the Week: 
Final Exam Schedule for Spring 2007 (copies passed out among Congress) 
Alex: could this possibly be changed? 
Cynthia: yes 
Rebecca: why was the schedule changed? 
Cynthia: Reading day was supposedly not being used for what it was intended for. 
Pat: lots of bad "stuff' found at the party last semester at the Morehead Tobacco 
Warehouse 
Charles: lots of people are mad, there are Facebook groups about wanting Reading Day 
back 
Brian: resolution from SGA 
Katie: SGA working to back up students 
Eric: should have an open forum in halls 
Cynthia: could have a proposal from Housing Concerns 
Pat: invite the Administration 
Alex: like Reading Day, not based on ''you can't stop us", possibly get off class Friday 
instead 
Erica: Student Life committee gathered survey developing petition 
Katie: talk to Neil Arnett chair of Student Life, Nick Weaves is developing a petition 
Mike: Open Discussion of this is Thursday at 4:00 on 4th .floor ofLibrary 
Brian: could have a campus wide forum 
Announcements: 
Cynthia: Perfect attendance goody bag: winner: Aaron Dourson 
Tabitha: need to meet with all Committee Chairs 
Motion to Close made by Mike Harmon 
Seconded by Scott Chaney 
Meeting Ended: 4:45pm 
RHA Congress Minutes October 25, 2006 
Meeting Began: 4:04pm 
Attendance: Thompson Hall absent. 
Comment cards were passed out among Congress asking for any suggestions concerning 
RHA meetings. 
Exec Reports 
Cynthia: RAK week coming up, keep up attendance at events 
Samantha: tum in minutes, budget report. 
Pat: SAACURH conference is this weekend, leaving around 9:00am, congrats to Cynthia 
for being SAACURH Parliamentarian 
Deana: no report. 
Brian: no report. 
Pearl: awarded Deana plaque for winning KARH Student of the Year. 
Jody: no report. 
Benji: no report. 
Hall Reports 
Alumni: t-shirt designs are finished, Halloween party is Tuesday, Oct. 31st from 9-12. 
Butler: intramural t-shirts designs, Trick or Treat party 
Cartmell: t-shirts, popcorn giveaway on Thursday Oct. 26, from 5-6:30 
East Mignon: Halloween block party tonight from 6-9, discussed t-shlrt designs 
Fields: no report. 
Mignon Hall: Brandon Johnson is new VP, Block Party tonight from 6-9, t-shlrts, future 
fundraisers 
Mignon Tower: Mignon Halloween mixer tonight on Mignon Hall patio, Trick or Treat 
night 
Nunn: new 6th floor representative, t-shirt design 
Thompson: absent 
West Mignon: Halloween party at Mignon Hall patio tonight, Fundraisers, rearrange 
game room, discussed what to do with banners 
Old Business: none 
New Business: none 
Housing Concerns 
Charles: elevator in Nunn broken twice today 
Andy: elevator broke in Mignon Hall, slow internet 
Eric: leak over mailboxes still not fixed in Alumni, internet is slow, tiles still coming up, 
possibly have a weekly look at tiles 
Caleb: elevator in Fields bounces 
Erica: internet in West Mignon is slowing down 
Hot Topic of the Week: Fall Break 
Rebecca G.: other universities have a fall break 
Eric: people who live far away would enjoy being able to go home 
Charles: would a fall break cut down our Christmas break? Fall break would be 
beneficial. 
Alex: does not want Christmas break shortened 
Pearl: could possibly come back earlier in August 
Katie: would not be bad to come back a few days sooner 
Chris: Fall break is good idea 
Justin: had Fall Break at EKU 
Pat: most schools do have a fall break 
Charles: would be beneficial, Physical Plant could possibly do more with students gone. 
Alex: could we actually get a fall break? 
Cynthia: we are the students voice in housing and if everyone agreed, a proposal could 
be submitted for fall break. Housing committee could possibly do a survey in order to get 
facts of those wanting a fall break. 
Rebecca G.: Has Morehead ever had a fall break? 
Dallas Sammons: a long time ago Morehead got off on Columbus Day and we get off on 
election day during National elections 
Dean Koett: research needs to be done about how many hours in a semester 
Alex: could possibly have a long weekend off 
Dean Koett: a plan needs to be developed, need facts, need to know required hours. 
Rebecca G.: could survey whether students would rather have a shorter Christmas break 
or come back to school earlier. 
DaUas Sammons: need to look at how it would affect the Academic Calendar 
Cynthia: Housing concerns committee needs to do researcb/surveys on this topic. 
Committee Repurts 
Programming: read poem by Cynthia, RAK week. Flag football after RAK week 
Publicity: new chair is Heather Edwards since Scott Chaney is no longer MI-l VP, 
discussed banner for RAK week, discussed flyers for RAK week, discussed ways to 
publicize RHA,s name 
Fundraising: candy bar sales, other fundraisers 
Housing Concerns: survey ideas, Fall break, bringing suggestion boxes to next meeting 
to be placed in all halls, need volunteers to sign up to work table in ADUC on Tues. Oct. 
31 from 11:00-1:00. 
Announcements 
Andy: Halloween party is tonight on Mignon Hall patio from 6-9 
Cynthia: President Andrews is speaking about Reading Day at SGA meeting at 5:00 
Rebecka IL: the more people who come to SGA meeting the better, Gamma Phi Beta 
Date Auction tonight 
Eric: Alumni Halloween party is Tues. Oct. 31 from 9-12 
Erica: Nick Clooney is speaking tonight in Baird at 7!00pm 
Motion to close was made by Mike Harmon. 
SMonded by Andy Jackson. 
Meeting Ended: 4:50pm 
RHA Congress Minutes Noyember 1. 2006 
Meeting Began: 4:01pm 
Attendance: Mignon Hall and Eagle Lake absent 
Exee Reports: 
Cynthia: WlDouncements: no meeting next Wednesday, get merit points for RAK week 
events, exec members may show up at your hall council meetings, poem for SAACURH 
Tabitha: next Thursday is Turkey dinner for RAK week, each hall gets assigned what 
food tray to bring, must bring what dish you are assigned and two desserts, bring food to 
Button Drill Room by 5:30, the dinner is at 6:00pm 
Samantha: minutes~ Merit points for attendance at RAK week events, budget report, 
keep up attendance at all meetings 
Pat: SAACURH went well, Cynthia and Pat awarded 4 year service pins 
Deana: no report. 
Brian: BOB's for October are due by Nov. f' 
Pearl: no report. 
Jody: no report. 
Benji: no report. 
HaU Reports: 
Alumni: t-shirts, Halloween party last night 
Butler: t-shirts, Halloween party, discussed future events 
Cartmell: no report. 
East Mignon: t-shirt designs, trick or treat night 
Fields: trick or treat on floors, door contest, t-shlrts 
Mignon Tower: t-shirts, 1rick or treat night went well, had about 75 kids attend 
Nunn: flyer for Halloween party, popcorn machine, website for Nunn Hall 
Thompson: no report. 
West Mignon: game roo~n; survey ofwbat residents want done with it, t-shirts, Italian 
dinner, bringing red velvet cake and pumpkin pie to Thanksgiving dinner next week. 
Committee Reports: 
Housing: new meeting time is Wed. at 5:00pm in ADUCt distributed housing concerns 
boxes to each hall President. 
Publicity: Banner for RAK week, Andy Jackson resigned 
Programming: RAK. week: Monday: candy in mailboxes and pass out nominations for 
most random act of kindness. Tuesday: Juice and Donuts at the Bell Tower from 8-10, 
Wednesday: Custodian Breakfast in Commonwealth room at 7:30am. Thursday: Turkey 
dinner at 6:00pm in Button Drill Room. Friday: nominations for most random act of 
kindness chosen. Nominations must be submitted to RHA office by noon on Friday. 
Old Business: none 
New Business: Motion made by Justin May for $450 for Custodian breakfast. 
Seeonded by Caleb Creech. 
Question called by Mike Hannon. 
Objection to question by Brian Stephens. 
Discussion: Justin May: there are 80 custodians so 90 meals should be ordered. 
Pat: what is being served? 
Justin: eggs, donuts, juice, milk, other breakfast foods 
Point of Clarification called by Cynthia: RAK. week money went to donuts and juice 
and turkey and ham so they need $450 for cUBtodian breakfast. 
Question called by Brian Stephens. 
Motion Passed. 
Housing Concerns 
Charles: right elevator in Nunn still broken. 
Chris: water leak in Alumni, can't use new pool table because ofl~ tiles loose on 
porch, slow internet. 
Discussion: 
Pat: attended Alumni event, halls should work together on events to make them bigger 
and have better attendance. 
Rebeeka H.: internet shut off in room because of router 
Pearl: not supposed to have routers in rooms 
Pat: only have one internet port. 
Rebeeka H.: need switch 
Charles: hubs are cheap 
Brian: has BOB forms in RHA office, if need one can send electronic copy in email. 
Announcements: 
Cynthia: Dashboard Confessional concert tomorrow night at 8:00pm 
Pearl: if you attend concert you can not bring digital cameras, backpacks, etc., read the 
signs 
Justin: need to pass out candy to each President for Monday's event 
Benji: tell you hall councils, if you are interested in becoming an RA there are going to 
be RA informational on Nov. 13th from 8-9:30 and on Nov. 14th from 5-6:30 in the 
Commonwealth room. 
Pearl: 1st Eagles Basketball game is tonight 
Samantha: thanks for filling out surveys for class, tum those in 
Charles: poem for Housing Concerns 
Motion to Close was made by Mike Hannon. 
Seconded by Caleb Creech. 
Meeting-Ended: 4:45pm 
R.IIA Congr£Ss Minutes November 15, 2006 
Meeting Began: 4:01pm 
Attendance: Cartmell Hall Absent. 
Business suspended to allow guest speakers Gene Caudill- Director of Physical Plant, and 
Mike Walters- Vice President for Administration and Fiscal Services, have the floor. 
Mike Walters: 
-Housing Master Plan· halls being worked on, still not where they would like them to be. 
-Conducted an online survey of what residents would like to see improved. 
-Housing Master Plan is a l 0 year plan, already begun since now all halls are coed and 
family housing is now single student apartments. 
-Nunn Hall is going offline after May 2007, will be enclosing walkways, upgrade 
plumbing, bathrooms, stand up showers, new tiles, etc. 
-start working on a new building each year 
-New 400 bed residence hall- apartment style 
-tearing down Cooper, Regents and Wilson and put new hall and Recreation center there 
-10yrs from now, need mom for 3,000 residents 
Questions: 
Charles: Where will everyone go when Nunn is took offline? 
Dallas Sammons: there are empty beds in other facilities not being occupied. 
Mike Walters: new 400 bed hall should be open for the 2010-2011 school year. 
Scott: sites for Recreation center and apartment complex? 
Mike Walters: Wilson, Cooper, Regents all getting tom down, place between there and 
Eagle Lake Apartments. Architects hired by February for planning process. 
Erie: rise in tuition to pay for new improvements? 
Mike Walters: improvements paid from Residence Hall fees. 
Mike Harmon: if Alumni is closed where will residents eat? 
Mike Walten: have not decided yet. 
&ott: going to add parking? 
Mike Walters: yes, because of new Recreation center, possible pa:clring garage. 
Housing Concerns: 
Eric: leak in Alwnni above mailboxes has not been fixed. 
Gene Caudill: leak is caused by shower pipes. Can not fix until renovation, all pipes 
need to be replaced. Have tried to fix three times but needs all new pipes. 
Aaron: stairwell in Thompson has odor~ possibly from mechanical room 
Mike Walters: will check it out. 
Pearl: laundry room door sticks in Mignon Hall, can get trapped insid~ 
Mike Walters: door is fixable. 
Scott: dryers in Mignon Hall not working well 
Mike Walten: will report 
Erie: Alumni dryers also not working well 
Dallas Sammons: company said it was fixed. 
Cbarles: thanks for fixing elevators and getting rid of the skunks 
Mike Walters: skunks are a problem, don't leave food out 
Katie: buttons in elevator in Mignon Tower are hard to push, elevator bumps up and 
down when it gets to top floor 
Billy: East Mignon windows don't lock 
Scott: Mi-Wlon Hall windows don't lock 
Benji: West Mignon windows don't lock 
Mike Walters: in Nunn windows too o~ cant get loc~ $30~000 to replace the~ use 
sticks 
Eric: tiles on Alumni patio are loose~ possibly have weekly walk through 
Gene Caudill: repaired some, hope to replace, send in work order 
Mike Walters: submit work orders fll'St 
Deana: Mignon Tower stairs on outside, very slick at the bottom 
Gene Caudill: once were very rough, will look at ~gain 
Scott: lock on bathroom door was being replace in Mignon Hall and front door was left 
.open by the locksmith, someone could have possibly walked in 
Gene Caudill: don~t want you to think something suspicious is going on so they leave 
the door open 
cynthia: thanks for coming to talk with us. 
Exec Re orts: 
Cynthia: good job with RAK week, more programs next semester, think of things you 
want to do. No meeting next week because of Thanksgiving so have a good break. 
Tabitha: RAK week went well. 
Samantha: tum in minutes, budget repo~ got attendance at RAK week events will 
receive merit points for participation 
Pat: helping Spalding University write a bid to host No Frills 2008 
Deana: KARH meeting in RHA office after this meeting. 
Pearl: thanks for great RAK. week, dinner went very well, lots of people talking about 
custodial breakfast, had good time 
Dean Koett: Random Act of Kindness- presented RHA with a gavel. 
Jodi: no report. 
Benji: no report. 
Hall Reports: 
Alumni: t-shirts, intramurals 
Butler: no report. 
Cartmell: absent. 
East Mignon: discussed future fundraisers 
Fields: no report. 
Mignon HaD: Andy is gone, Scott is new President, Derrick Dye is new Exec VP, 
Anthony Mound is new VP of Admin., serve hot chocolate 
Mignon Tower: no report. 
Nunn: t-shirts, discussed colors-etc, custodians appreciated breakfast, maybe next time 
have the maintenance workers included, discussed future fundraisers 
Thompson: no report 
West Mignon: no report. 
Eagle Lake Apartments: no report. 
Discussion: 
Cynthia: Nov. 30th is Tree Lighting- set up craft table, do Foam cut out ornaments, sign 
up sheet for those that can work. . 
Pearl: Rowan Co. Christmas- by Dec. gth, each bring a gift for a 13yr old girl and a 13yr 
Dld boy~ Brin_g _gifts to the RHA of&e, Exec Board will by girl gifts and Advisors will 
by boy gifts, gifts must be $10-$15, get money from your club account. RHA does this as 
part of a community service project. Rowan Co. Christmas provides gifts for families that 
cant provide for their own kids. In 2005, 545 toys given away, 172 senior gifts provided, 
$17,000 in food vouchers. 
Announcements: 
Heather: Fundraising committee selling Holiday grams on the 28th~ 29th~ and 30111- sign 
up if you can work at the table inADUC 
&.ott: tomorrow at 8:30 in Commonwealth room, "Delt for a Day" 
Pearl: have a good Thanksgivi~ be safe. 
Benji: Housing office is now accepting applications for RA's until the zgtb. 
Dean K&ett: Alumni Tower 24hr lounge open after Thanksgiving break. 
Motion to Close made by Pat Scott. 
Seeonded by Scott Chaney. 
Meeting Ended: 4z45pm 
RfiA Congress Minutes November 29, 2006 
Meeting Bega·n: 4:01pm 
Attendance: all halls present 
Special guest speaker: Daniel Orenna: Relay for Life talk, raise money for American 
Cancer Society, form teams from Residence Halls, Relay for Life Kickoff is Wednesday 
Dec. 6th at 7:30 in Button Drill Room. If you have any questions, send an email to 
machio04@yahoo.com 
Exec Reports 
Cynthia: sign up sheet for Tree Lighting ornament program, will be Thursday from 4:30-
7:30 
Tabitha: will be graduating in three weeks, if interested in applying for position, see 
during office hours. 
Samantha: tum in minutes, budget report 
Pat: Thanks to Tabitha for years of service and help with KARH. 
Deana: no report 
Brian: BOB's are due Wednesday for November 
Pearl: no report 
Jodi: no report 
Benji: no report 
Hall Reports 
Alumni: discussed t-shirt design 
Butler: no report 
Cartmell: t-shirts are designed and have been ordered, Reading Day cookies 
East Mignon: no report 
Fields: t-shirts, Volleyball teams- men won 2nd and Coed won 1st, congrats 
Mignon Hall: Lance Lykins appointed new intramural director, hot chocolate during 
finals week 
Mignon Tower: gift for Rowan Co. Christmas, ornament exchange, discuss pros/cons of 
Safe Night Out, t-shirt contest 
Nunn: t-shirt sales, Donuts and juice on Reading Day from 10:00-12:00 
Thompson: RA Thanksgiving dinner 
West Mignon: no report 
Eagle Lake: no report 
Committee Reports 
Programming: flag football Tuesday and Thursday at 5:00, Justin has sign up sheets, 
bring to RHA office by Friday. 
PR/Fundraising: holiday grams sold tomorrow in ADUC 
Housing: chair resigned Rebecca G. new chair 
Old Business: none 
New Business: none 
Discussion: 
Cynthia: RHA team for Relay for Life 
Pat: in past, have teams for halls or join the Execs on RHA team, should have a team 
Justin: agree with Pat, should have team 
Katie: agree with Pat, should have team 
Cynthia: have surprise for next week, evaluations, things for next semester, goals for 
next year-send out agenda for each meeting, have themed meetings, have fun, reward 
you for hard work. 
Charles: like to see us more involved as a team 
Aaron: would like to have better communication between students and administration, be 
more informed of events on campus 
Samantha: RHC's take responsibility for advertising. 
Dallas: online calendar of upcoming events, it is cluttered showing that there are lots of 
events going on. 
Tabitha: possibly have a program once a month 
Cynthia: remember purpose and why we are here, events on campus 
Patrick: follow through with more things such as Fall Break 
Cynthia: sent issue to housing committee, possible survey 
Rebecca: SGA responded and said they did not need help. 
Cynthia: spoke to Neil Arnett about helping them, would not hurt them 
Dean Koett: campus community looking at changes, RHA is being represented 
Patrick: RHA members need to be involved. 
Dean Koett: take advantage of information available, Task Force consisting of7 students 
and 7 faculty, as well as 6 others, having first meeting Monday about issues on campus, 
Cynthia representing RHA on Task Force 
Cynthia: read mass emails 
Jodi: need to get guidelines from health department about food that can be served for 
Mignon Tower dollar dinners 
Pat: need to follow up on that 
Dean Koett: will get that info., go beyond food events, Congress needs to come up with 
ideas, don't wait on Execs to bring things up 
Pearl: idea for event on campus-break the world record for biggest Duck Duck Goose 
game. Would be fun and get people involved, following up that idea 
Pat: people will remember us for doing it because its something different 
Pearl: very do able goal, need to get on the ball 
Justin: could have a little kid week and play games we played as kids 
Pearl: good idea, events don't have to be expensive to be good, one event per month 
instead of just one week 
Justin: have 24 hour study room in halls 
Pat: not every hall has room for one 
Charles: turn empty room into LLC 
Rebecca: Thanksgiving dinner in room downstairs in Fields, are offices going to be 
used? 
Dean Koett: lots of opportunities available, have some ideas 
Caleb: what about commuter lounge? 
Dean Koett: in with the other rooms being looked at 
Pearl: submit proposal from hall council, bring us the proposal, discussion items, this is 
your organization, you need to run it 
Cynthia: 200 people were at Thanksgiving dinner, good quality event, could do forums, 
whatever you want to do 
Announcements 
Cynthia: University Bookstore Com hole Tournament on Dec. 13th from 1:00-4:00, have 
partner sign up, free food, $200 prize 
Pat: The BIRD online MSU radio station, free advertising to RHA and RHC's 
Tabitha: committee minutes 
Justin: sign up for flag football, being played Tuesday and Thursday 
Charles: if can't use football field, where will it be? 
Justin: Laughlin 
Caleb: starts at 5:00 
Justin: 14 on male team, 14 on female team, 14 on coed team 
Pat: liability waivers 
Dean Koett: who is sponsoring 
Justin: RHA 
Cynthia: tree lighting sign up sheet 
Dean Koett: in case someone gets hurt must have liability 
Cynthia: Mr. Fletcher could possibly get an associate there 
Pearl: might not be able to do until next semester, must have certified person there 
Cynthia: know by Friday, email Sam to forward 
Pat: written copy for advertising 
Cynthia: surprise next week 
Motion to Adjourn made by Scott Chaney 
Seconded by Chris Comley 
.Meeting Ended: 4:53pm 
RHA Congress Minutes December 6, 2006 
Meeting Began: 4:01pm 
Attendance: Cartmell and Fields absent. 
Exec Reports: 
Cynthia: ice cream as a treat for all your hard work this semester, Rowan County 
Christmas Gifts need to be in the RHA office no later than 3:00pm on Friday., good job 
with Holiday grams last week Tabitl1a is resigning, if interested in her position talk to her 
after the meeting applications will be due Friday of finals week, January 1 i 11 is our first 
meeting next semester, next semester, give RHA shirt as award for attendance 
Tabitha: sending out evaluations through email 
Samantha: tum in minutes, budget report, remember that to say "No Report" means that 
you did not have a meeting. 
Pat: BOB awards do not have to be RHA related, big accomplishment, can win for 
campus, move to state then region. 
Deana: No report. 
Brian: BOB's were due today, only received one for all ofNovember, has forms, can 
vote for Exec member, Spot Light Student, etc. 
Pearl: thanks to Cynthia for ice cream, next semester Dean Koett allowing us the same 
benefits that SGA gets (food) 
Jodi: good luck with finals 
Hall Reports: 
Alumni: spring semester Chris will become President and Eric will be VP, poem for 
Cynthia 
Butler: Rowan Co. Christmas gift, discussed plans for next semester 
East Mignon: No report. 
Fields: No report. 
Mignon Hall: ornament sale, Hot Chocolate during Finals week 
Mignon Tower: snacks during finals week, t-shirts, programs for next year, Dollar 
dinners, gift for Rowan CO. Christmas 
Nunn: t-shirts, blue with white letters, tree lighting ceremony 
West Mignon: no report. 
Eagle Lake: No report. 
Committee Report: 
Programming: only sold 21 Holiday grams, needed more help 
Cynthia: would only take 30 minutes out of your day. 
Housing Concerns: 
Deana: blacktop is slick, rough it up 
Pearl: crosswalk is slick 
Pat: thanks to those who fixed Mignon Tower elevator 
Scott: elevator shaft needs fixed, maintenance told people that they could not fix a desk 
in room 404 Mignon Hall. 
Charles: elevator in Nunn makes noise 
Caleb: elevator now opens up in Fields. 
Discussion: 
Cynthia: on Task Force committee, wants to be able to represent RHA and tell things 
you would wa~t 
Eric: dead week before finals 
Rebecca: Friday 1, Friday 2 schedule 
Dean Koett: Task Force not dealing with Friday 1, Friday 2 schedule debate 
Justin: prefers Friday 1, Friday 2 
Charles: also enjoys Friday 1, Friday 2, makes us unique 
Scott: schedule for Finals week, can not stop partying 
Dean Koett: not trying to stop parties, trying to form a healthier environment, what 
happens is dangerous and unhealthy 
Pat: agrees with President Andrews, administration has not closed the door on Reading 
day, could be adjusted if everyone unhappy 
Dean Koett: creating system for Morehead, letting people see what else is out there 
Cynthia: suggested Fall break in Task Force meeting. 
Rebecka: focus on fall break issue, can join with SGA 
Pearl: January and February movie selections. 
Guest Speaker Beth discussing Channel Lineup on Eagle Video 
Beth: Residence Hall rooms have basic free cable, can upgrade to Eagle Plus for $40, 
60% of rooms on campus pay for the Eagle Plus channel, under the new system 
considering giving the Eagle Plus channels to every room but a ten dollar fee would be 
added into everyone's housing rate. A digital channel would also be added, does RHA 
think this is a good idea? 
DeAndre: good idea, scholarships would pay for it 
Scott: great idea, would save some people some money 
Beth: would not be a separate bill, would be added into the housing bill 
DeAndre: how would we find out it happened? 
Beth: idea goes to Board in June 
Scott: could send out a mass email 
Beth: see if the Trail Blazer wants to run something on idea 
Rebecca: how many students pay the $40? 
Beth: 60% of rooms on campus pay the $40 
DeAndre: BET is fuzzy 
Beth: can ask technicians about that 
Pearl: show ofhands who approves of idea 
Unanimous approval from RHA. 
Katie: why was Flag Football canceled? 
Pearl: felt that Advisors did not know enough about event, week before finals not a good 
time to have it, March of April may be better, want to make this a great event 
Jodi: was too last minute 
Announcements: 
Pearl: movie selections back, have good break 
Rebecka: Basketball games Thursday and Saturday night, free t-shirts 
.. 
Dean .Koett: MLK events on January 15th, help advertise events 
]~rian: take l30B. forms 
Cynthia: Ro~art Co. Christmas gifts in RHA office by 3:00 Friday 
Motion to close rtfade by Scott Chaney. 
Seconded by Chris Comley. 
l\1eeting Ended: 4:55pm 
RHA Congress Minutes January 17,2007 
Meeting Began: 4:01pm 
Attendance: Cartmell and Thompson absent 
Exec Reports: 
Cynthia: new office hours, mini retreat in two weeks during RHA meeting. 
Samantha: has class until4:15, Deana taking over until available, budget report, contact 
info needed from new congress members 
Pat: volunteers for KARH- Feb. 2-4. KARH meeting at 5:00 in the RHA office. 
Deana: Relay for Life 
Brian: no report 
Pearl: welcome back 
Benji: no report 
Jody: no report 
Hall Reports: none 
Cynthia: have first meetings and bring us your new meeting time and place next week. 
ComJnittee Reports 
Housing Concerns: SGA complaints address questions and give to P.R. 
Publicity: newsletter, flyers, programming 
Fundraising: Feb.-Valentines day, March-Lollipop sale, April-Cookies 
Programming: RHA week, Feb.- Banner EKU game, March- Duck Duck Goose Game, 
April-Flag Football, May-Cinco de Mayo, during RHA week- water balloon fight, freeze 
tag, naptime 
Old Business: none 
New Bu-siness: Proposal from RHA Exec Board for Brian Stephens to become the new 
Executive Vice President. 
Discussion: 
Katie: Brian would be great. 
Question called by Justin May. 
Motion passed with one objection. 
Housing Concerns: 
Scott: elevator in Mignon Hall shakes, shaft needs heat, rooms dirty after maintenance 
left. 
Pat: left elevator in Mignon Tower is not working 
Charles: something needs to be done to help all the elevators 
Cynthia: sends all concerns to Mike Walters and Gene Caudill 
Deana: some elevators are so old that it is hard to find parts 
Pat: renovating buildings so they will not spend money on elevators before renovations 
Rebecca: what renovations are being done? 
Pearl: depends on the budget 
Cynthia: supposed to get a lot of renovations for each building 
Rebecca: are the floors getting redone? 
Pearl: everything from the floor to the ceiling including new furniture 
Desiree: 14r.11 floor ofMignon Tower has bad water pressure 
Discussion: 
Pearl: From Jenny Frasier: Jan. 27th Eastern Illinois game, dress up contest, Old School 
Night, RHA to commit money to hall that has the most people dressed up., Banner 
contest 
Benji: pick a decade and dress up 
Rebecka: SGA did shirts and fingers to give away 
Charles: how much money should we give? 
Pearl: up to you all to decide 
Deana: Greek organizations go as groups 
Cynthia: are Greeks going to be part of the competition? 
Pearl: or should it be hall specific? 
Rebecka: Greeks did chili cook off 
Scott: does not think Greeks are doing anything for it 
Brian: should be for the on campus community 
Business: 
Proposal to give $100 to the hall with the most people dressed up. 
Discussion: 
Rebecka: based on percent of people or most people. 
Pearl: will be the one to judge. 
Question called by Brian Stephens 
Motion passed. 
Announcements: 
Pearl: if interested in working here this summer and next Fall then pick up card. 
Motion to close made by Brian Stephens. 
Seconded by Caleb Creech. 
Meeting Ended: 4:58pm 
RHA Congress Meeting Minutes January 24, 2007 
Meeting Began: 4:00pm 
Attendance: Alumni and Thompson absent 
Exec Reports: 
Cynthia: next week will have a spring retreat during meeting 
Brian: committee meeting times 
Samantha: turn in minutes, budget report 
Pat: KARH volunteers 
Deana: Relay for Life; collect pop tabs 
Pearl: no report 
Jody: no report 
Hall Reports 
Butler: no one attended meeting 
Cartmell: no report 
East Mignon: no report 
Fields: no report 
Mignon Hall: new meeting time is Wednesdays at 6:30pm, discussed new air hockey 
game 
Mignon Tower: t-shirts, new intramural leader, floor reps, cupid grams 
Nunn: super bowl party, shirts are in and passed out 
West Mignon: dance marathon, relay for life, suggestions for hall 
Committee Reports 
Housing Concerns: want to send out survey in mass email to students on campus 
Programming: new meeting time is Monday at 4:30, reserve football field, February 
Banner competition, print off banner for halls 
Publicity: talked to programming, newsletter 
Fundraising: February 5-9 Carnation Sale, sign up sheet passed around 
Old Business: none 
New Business: Proposal from Exec Board for $1,000 for KARH 
Discussion: 
Pat: probably will not use the full $1,000, this money will pay for volunteers food and 
one hotel room 
Question called by Justin May. 
Motion Passed. 
Housing Concerns 
Scott: Dryers in Mignon Hall still not drying 
Rebecca G: 2"d and 3rd floor hall doors near Library ofFields slam loudly 
Pat: Mignon Tower elevator still broke 
Dallas Sammons: the elevator company does not know why the elevator is broken 
Ed: concem,s from West Mignon: concerns with 2"d card swipe want to have a 24hour 
visitation open forum to discuss concerns 
Discussion 
Cynthia: Dance Marathon is April 13th from 6-12 in the Crager Room, money goes to 
Children's Miracle Network 
Pat: registration fee is $300 for Hall and $20 individual 
Ed: West Mignon is forming a team 
Deana: it is lots of fun 
Pearl: EKU game is February 1 st_sponsor banner contest like the Homecoming banner 
contest, winning banner could get prize 
Motion to go back into Business made by Justin May. 
Seconded by Brittani Fussinger 
Proposal to donate $100 to the EKU banner contest winner made by Justin May. 
Seconded by Andy Jackson. 
Question called by Justin May. 
Motion passed. 
Motion to go back into Discussion made by Brian Stephens. 
Seconded by Justin May. 
Pearl: put on list serve- each hall needs a banner- put your name on the banner; conserve 
energy in the halls, have Hall Councils audit of each building. 
Scott: including water and other sources? 
Pearl: yes 
Brian: needs committee minutes 
Announcements 
Katie: when is RHA week? 
Pearl: April 9-13 
Deana: KARH meeting in RHA office, make good banners, ESPN will be there 
Pearl: there is no theme 
Pat: Blessed Union of Souls Concert January 29th, free autographs 
Motion to Close made by Charles Dunaway. 
Seconded by Scott Chaney. 
Meeting Ended: 4:51pm 
RHA Congress Minutes JBnuary JL 2007 
Meeting B.egan: 4:03pm 
Attendance; Alumni, Cartmell, Thompson absent 
Exec Reports: 
Cynthia: giving the floor to guest speaker Ire Sizemore 
Tre Sizemore: Pi Kappa Alpha sponsored Ballard cup (golf tournament), more student 
and campus involvement, scholarship fund, $400 per team 
Brian: has KARH t-shirts 
Samantha: no report 
Pat: KARH meeting at 5:00 and 8:00 
Deana: no report 
Pearl: no report 
Benji: no report 
Jody.: no report 
Committee Report.: 
Pnblidty; compatibility Burvey 
S.peciaJ Icc B1·eakers: an ice breaker involving everyone giving out facts about 
themselves as well as an ice breaker involving group planning were conducted 
Discussion oflce Breaker.s; 
Katie: liked the groupB ide.as 
Jody: should take the ice breakers more seriously 
Rebecca G..: every group had about the same ideas 
Dean Koett: represent the voice, not personal 
Deana: research and .actual stats will get you places 
Jody: talking the Administration about concerns 
Cynthia: this activity can help with planning .activities for RHA 
Announcements 
PBt.: KARH meetings tonight 
Rebecka H..: Civic Engagement Week is next week 
Dean Koett: Forum for Wednesday has been cancelled 
Benji.: KAIUI meeting at 8:00 in RHA office 
Motion to close made by Scott Chaney 
Seconded by Justin May 
Meeting Ended: 4;55pm 
RHA Congress Minutes February 7, 2007 
Meeting Began: 4:06pm 
Attendance: Alumni, Cartmell and East Mignon absent 
Exec Reports: 
Cynthia: welcome 
Brian: fundraising ideas 
Samantha: minutes look good, budget report 
Pat: thanks for helping with KARH 
Deana: Relay for Life donate as a whole instead of individual 
Pearl: will not be here in two weeks 
Jody: KARH was a huge success 
Benji: KARH was a huge success 
Hall Reports 
Butler: 3 new floor reps, new tile in the lobby, new clock, back sale for Dance Marathon 
Fields: no report 
Mignon Hall: t-shirts, air hockey table, housing concerns 
Mignon Tower: no report 
Nunn: Valentines Day Party 
West Mignon: penny wars, tabled guitar hero-possible tournament or $1 fee, RA 
program to help for Relay for Life 
Committee Reports 
Housing: deciding questions for survey on Sunday@ 7:00 in the West Mignon Lobby 
Programming: deciding times, reserve Football Field, pinatas, Duck Duck Goose Game 
in March, waiting on Guinness to call back 
Discussion: 
Pat: people asking about game 
Pearl: need to get the times reserved 
Fundraising: compatibility survey, Heather has it and she is absent 
Discussion: 
Pat: was a success in high school 
Pearl: college is different than high school, stalkers, etc 
Ryan: confused about compatibility survey 
Scott: explained that it matches people together who may be compatible 
Cynthia: how do you plan to advertise Duck Duck Goose Game? 
Katie: pass out rubber duckies 
Rebecka G.: big ducks in everyone's lobby 
Deana: flyers in the shape of ducks 
Charles: Facebook group 
Pat: good idea 
Rebecka G.: food for us was a good idea 
Pat: awards for KARH volunteers 
Old Business: none 
New Business: none 
Housing Concerns: 
Scott: (Mignon Hall) brown water in shower, pink or purple toilet water, dryers not 
drying well, snow not cleared off well. Suggestions for conservation: have stackable 
washers and dyers, better insulation, auto shut-off of elevators 
Rebecka G.: (Fields) stoves don't work well on 2nd floor 
Charles: (Nunn) outside hallway light in between doors could be removed to conserve 
energy. 
Pat: when the emergency lights were on in Mignon Tower there was plenty of light 
Justin: (Butler) 2nd and 41h floor showers flood 
Benji: an Energy Conservation Committee is being formed if anyone is interested, need 
two people to represent RHA; first meeting is Wednesday February 21st at 1:00; (Ryan 
and Andy both interested) 
Announcements: 
Ryan: KARH went well 
Rebecca H.: saw people at the Rally for Higher Education that she met at KARH 
Pat: thanks to Dean Koett for his support 
Motion to Close made by Scott Chaney. 
Seconded by Andy Jackson. 
Meeting Ended: 4:56pm 
RHA Congress Minutes February 14, 2007 
Meeting Began: 4:01pm 
Attendance: Alumni, Cartmell, East Mignon, Fields, and Thompson absent 
Exec Reports: 
Cynthia: Dance Marathon fundraiser, Mr. Morehead Pageant 
Brian: committees need to establish an agenda 
Samantha: budget report, attendance policy 
Pat: No Frills-Pat, Deana and Brian going 
Deana: turn in Relay for Life money 
Pearl: Happy Valentines Day 
Jody: no report 
Benji: no report 
Hall Reports 
Butler: jerseys for intramurals, clock in lobby, TV in lobby, possible foosball table 
Mignon Ball: computer funds, Spring Break mixer, t-shirts 
Mignon Tower: t-shirt designs, programs-February 191h Mardi Gras, having mock tales, 
donations for Hurricane; March-St. Patrick's Day 
Nunn: St. Patrick's Day party in March, had a great Valentines Day Party 
West Mignon: Ed no longer President, Feb 27 Guitar Hero Tournament-small fee, rock-
paper-scissors tournament, Relay for Life, penny wars, Feb 19 Visitation Forum 
Committee Reports 
Fundraising: residence hall yard sale- week before spring break 
Programming: Duck Duck Goose game March 26th or the 29111 • REA week events: 
Monday-Freeze tag, Tuesday-ice cream, Wed.-Naptime, Thursday-water balloon fight, 
Flag Football April16-20 
Housing: survey-finish it and bring to Dallas for approval, new meeting time is 
Wednesday's at 3 in ADUC lobby. 
Discussion of Mass email: 
Charles: open for suggestions 
Ryan: not everyone will check them 
Charles: most will if it has a catchy title 
Old Business: none 
New Business: Proposal from Exec Board to allocate money for two execs trips to No 
Frills, money will be repaid to account within one month. 
Discussion: 
Pat: cost is $148 per person, Pat has already paid, may not be paid back by exact date. 
Question called by Rebecca Hollon. 
Motion passes with one objection. 
Housing Concerns 
Scott: (Mignon Hall) dryers still not working well, elevator caused fire alarm to go off, 
sidewalks slick in snow 
Pearl: new elevator guy coming 
Charles: only have so many people working who can shovel snow, some custodians h,ad 
to pitch in to help 
Pearl: sidewalk from Thompson to Radar was bad 
Pat: main sidewalk is heated 
Ryan: only so much you can do in the cold weather 
Katie: (Mignon Tower) elevator dead 
Ryan: (West Mignon) elevator cold, Forum on the 16th 
Charles: (Nunn) elevator makes noise 
Discussion: 
Motion to go back into Business made by Scott Chaney. 
Seconded by Rebecca Hollon. 
Business: 
Motion made by Scott Chaney to nominate Dean Koett for Mr. Morehead Pageant. 
Seconded by Andy Jackson. 
Nomination refused. 
Motion was made by Deana Test to nominate Benji Bryant for Mr. Morehead Pageant. 
Seconded by Rebecca Hollon. 
Nomination refused. 
Motion made by Rebecca Hollon to nominate Justin May for Mr. Morehead Pageant. 
Seconded by Brian Stephens 
Question called by Samantha Arnett. 
Motion passes. 
Motion made by Brian Stephens to allocate $15 for registration fee for Mr. Morehead 
Pageant. 
Seconded by Pat Scott. 
Question called by Samantha Arnett. 
Motion passes. 
Motion to go back into di:;cussion made by Brian Stephens. 
Seconded by Samantha Arnett. 
Discussion: 
Cynthia: Justin needs to fill out form 
Announcements: 
Pat: Basketball game tomorrow night 
Benji: Andy and Ryan meeting next Wednesday at 2 in ADUC 202 
Pat: KARH conference staff meeting on Wednesday the week after next 
Motion to adjourn made by Brian Stephens. 
Seconded by Andy Jackson. 
Meeting Ended: 4:43pm 
RliA Congress Minutes February 21, 2007 
Meeting Began: 4:02pm 
Attendance: Alumni, Cartmell, and Thompson absent 
Exec Reports: 
Cynthia: constant elevator issues 
Brian: turn in Committee minutes 
Samantha: turn in hall minutes, some halls have not turned them in, can email them if 
you forget them 
Pat: No Frills, hotel backed out 
Deana: Relay for Life, no one stepping up; agreed to collect money as an organization; 
need to help out and collect money 
Jessica: no report 
Housing Concerns 
-cars parking everywhere in Mignon Complex 
-Employees parking in student spots 
---Cynthia: they are allowed 
-Mignon Hall dryers still do not work well 
-West Mignon windows do not lock 
---See Benji for a stick 
Hall Reports 
Butler: clock for Lobby, jerseys are good 
East Mignon: midterm care package forms are ready 
Mignon Hall: t-shirt sales, Fundraising, Andy Jackson-sports 
Mignon Tower: list of programs, March Madness and St. Patty's Day celebrations, t-
shirts 
Nunn: sold t-shirts, pop tab collection, debate of gun control in Nunn Lobby 
West Mignon: Ryan Thorn new President; March 13- Guitar Hero; Housing forum went 
well; New comment box; Penny Wars for Relay; Raffle for Relay; Womanless Beauty 
Pageant for Relay 
Committee Reports 
Housing Concerns: Faculty parking in students spots, Survey is complete-will give to 
Dallas to look over 
Programming: RHA week times, talk about water balloon fight, will invite Pearl to a 
meeting to discuss; RHA week is April 9-13 and events are as follows: Monday-Tag at 
5:00, Tuesday-Ice cream from 12-2 outside ADUC, Wed.-Nap time from 12-4:30 Fields 
lawn, Thurs.-Water Balloon fight at 4 on Laughlin Lawn, Friday-pop from 12-2 at ADUC 
Publicity: for Duck Duck Goose Game will put big Duck in ADUC, signs in Duck 
shape, RHA week will write on pogs, t-shirts that say I love RHA 
Fundraising: March- suckers 
Old Business: none. 
New Business: none 
Discussion: 
Brian: possible fundraiser could involve raising money to shave someone's head, etc. 
Cynthia: RA appreciation week, before did candy in mailboxes, posters 
Heather: let each RHC decide what to do and RHA do candy in mailboxes 
Justin: agrees with idea 
Cynthia: will make candy bags together during one meeting 
Ryan: could also walk/run the track for fundraising 
Announcements: 
Brian: this Tuesday at 7 there is a Gay/Straight alliance meeting in Breck 
Pat: KARH meeting next Wednesday at 5 for those who helped 
Ryan: Foosball table in West, can win 
Cynthia: need to meet with Billy after meeting. 
Motion to close made by Scott Chaney. 
Seconded by Justin May. 
Meeting Ended: 4:40pm 
RHA Congress Minutes February 28,2007 
Meeting Began: 4:00pm 
Attendance: Alumni, Butler, Cartmell, Thompson absent 
Exec Reports: 
Cynthia: elections-applications go out March 7, they are due March 14, Elections will be 
held on March 28; BOB's are due; SOAR dates are April20,21, June 9, 22, July 13,24 
need volunteers; Keep collecting pop tabs; Banquet is Thursday May 3 from 7-8:30 in the 
ADUC Commonwealth room 
Brian: tum in committee minutes 
Samantha: turn in minutes, reminder of Merit point system 
Pat: no report 
Deana: Relay for Life Thursday night 
Jody: no report 
Benji: no report 
Pearl: missed everyone while gone 
Hall Reports: 
East Mignon: Care package papers were sent out; t-shirts; selling cookies for St. 
Patrick's Day 
Fields: no report 
Mignon Hall: t-shirts; fundraisers; donate for Relay for Life 
Mignon Tower: t-shirts are $10; March Madness- tum in can of food to get bracket; St. 
Patrick's Day Party; Cinco De Mayo; Midterm Care Packages 
Nunn: collecting Pop Tabs; selling t-shirts; Dance Marathon- collecting Money 
West Mignon: Relay decorations; Penny Wars going well; RA Appreciation- Attack RA 
doors; looking for 2 more floor reps.; Adopt a solider (community); t-shirt sales; Popcorn 
and Karaoke night; Pool tournament tentative date is April 14; monthly bulletin; Dance 
Marathon 
Housing Concerns 
-Broken tile on Alumni patio on walkway side 
-Mignon Hall dryers not heating well 
-healthier option in vending and drink machines 
-Brown water coming out of bathtub in West Mignon; noise level 
-Kitchens are messy 
-Mignon Tower-"Get a New Elevator" fund; they do not know what's wrong; possible 
letters in mailboxes or elevator forum to let residents know 
Committee Report-s 
Publicity: sell suckers in March, each RHC sell them in their halls; DDG game- will put 
a big duck in ADUC and little rubber ducks on the Greek tables 
Housing: Kitchens are dirty in halls- RA's and Hall directors need to know; Have forum 
for Mignon ower Elevator problem- making signs 
Programming: March J 5th having an ice cream social outside of ADUC; RHA week 
events- ApriJ 9111-Freeze Tag@ 5:00 on Laughlin Lawn: April10111 RA Apprecjation Day-
ADUC from 10-2 going to write nice things about RA's on paper: Aprilll tll Nap Time @ 
12-4 on Fields Lawn: April 12th Water Balloon Fight on Laughlin Lawn from 4-6: April 
131h Pop Day from 12-2 at ADUC; Flag Football will be April17-18 from 8-11 on the 
Football Field; Duck Duck Goose Game is May 2nd at 6:30pm on the Football Field 
Old Business: none 
New Business: none 
Discussion: 
Cynthia: SOAR display for RHA, sign up for day you can work, trying to sell RHA to 
new students 
Pearl: if you sign up you need to be there, only work about two hours 
Dallas: starts about 8:30, over before noon 
Cynthia: read rules 
Charles: discussion on gun control March 13 at 7:00 in lobby ofNunn 
Cathryn: topic for Student Opinions in ADUC 
Deana: save electricity, lights still on in Combs, Lappin 
Ryan: could be security lights 
Pearl: maybe Housing Concerns could make flyers about energy conservation 
Dallas: task force discussing energy conservation, sensor lights 
Announcements: 
Ryan: DLD is singing with the University Choir on Tuesday at 8 at the First Baptist 
church 
Brian: Gay-Straight Alliance meeting at 7 in ADUC 302 
Motion to close made by Charles Dunaway. 
Seconded by Rebecka Green. 
Meeting Ended: 4:59pm 
RHA Congress Minutes March. 7, 2007 
Meeting Began: 4:01pm 
Attendance: Alumni, Cartmell and Thompson absent 
Exec Reports: 
Cynthia: Applications for Exec Board positions. Applications are due back next 
Wednesday; SOAR sign-ups; Mock Tails; Parking Lot Duty 
Brian: Committees need to submit minutes; speaking with Committees during the break 
Samantha: turn in minutes 
Deana: turned in $72.11 to Relay for Life; Mignon Hall still donating $50; No Frills is 
this weekend 
Pearl: no report 
Jody: no report 
Benji: no report 
Hall Reports: 
Butler: no report 
East Mignon: no report 
Fields: no report 
Mignon Hall: still need 3rd, 4th, and 6th floor reps; poster to be made forT-shirts; possible 
mixer 
Mignon Tower: MarcJ 13th is St. Patty's Day party; March 15th is March Madness-
winner gets a prize; April 12th egg hunt; May 1st Cinco De Mayo and end of year party in 
Pent House; RA's nominating residents who go above and beyond; Midterm care 
packages; Both elevators work! 
Nunn: sold t-shirts; signs up for gun debate 
West Mignon: discussed ways to increase attendance; April 14th-pool tournament; 
Guitar Hero not going to happen; recognizing OTM in the Hall 
Housing Concerns: 
-internet has been slow 
-getting new surface on Mignon Tower steps during Spring Break 
-Gilley-windows and doors need to be sealed 
-etching in West Mignon elevator 
-television stations have been going out for thirty minutes at a time 
Committee Reports: 
Housing Concerns: contact people about the engraving in West Mignon; Newsletter of 
what housing is doing 
Publicity: to publicize Duck Duck Goose game- have two people in Duck Costumes and 
a person in a Goose costume walking around ADUC; Advertising Flag Football by 
writing on little footballs; RHA week- writing on pogs; to advertise the Naptime going to 
make sign that says "Shh College Students Sleeping" 
Programming: March 15th is Ice Cream in ADUC from 12-2, set up is at 11 :30; 
everything is ordered and ready for RHA week 
Old Business: none 
New Business: none 
Discussion: 
Cynthia: SOAR signups 
Charles: to advertise Duck Duck Goose game can see if Art Department could make a 
big duck 
Ryan: could get RHC's involved in SOAR 
Deana: only three people at a time are allowed at a table 
Dean Koett: for vandalism problem- could do a walk through and create a list; if 
someone is stuck in the elevator then the elevator must be turned off and inspected 
Pearl: elevator in Mignon Hall-unsure why its being shut off 
Cynthia: Hall councils could look at individual halls and report during housing concerns 
Katie: could have a Residence Hall walk through maybe twice a year 
Pearl: would take a long time- may need to dedicate a week to be specific 
Ryan: possibly more than a week 
Cynthia: each hall council could look at their hall and report after Spring Break 
Deana: Exec Board can take on halls not present 
Cynthia: agrees that Execs will look at absent halls 
Pearl: Jody, Benji and Pearl will go along with Execs 
Dean Koett: look at the cost association with what is found 
Pearl: possibly do this a week each semester, advertise to residents 
Dean Koett: talk to RA's about bulletin board, programs to go along with it 
Charles: are we just going to look at the halls or the class buildings as well? 
Cynthia: start with halls 
Ryan: trouble with Trailblazer not willing to advertise RHC's 
Dean Koett: do not rely on them to publicize 
Scott: more that you do the better you look, should just motivate you to do more 
Deana: food regulations? 
Dean Koett: left message with the Department of Health 
Cynthia: March 13th at 5:45 Mock Tails 
Deana: need everyone on Board to help 
Rebecka H.: supposed to be fun but can not help that day 
Cynthia: need six or seven volunteers to help; what kind of Mock Tail do you want to 
make? 
Rebecca G.: Miami Vice 
Cathryn: J~llo Shots 
Brian: Peach drink 
Ryan: hillbilly Moonshine 
Rebecka H.: look online for rec~pes 
Ryan: grog-mix a bunch of stuff together 
Charles: punch stuff 
Deana: Jello Shots and grog 
Rebecka H.: have to make drinks there 
Katie: grog would be easy to do 
Cynthia: grog- with a swamp water theme 
Pearl: swamp theme? 
Ryan: have bar set-up; sign with the grog over it. 
Motion to move back into Business made by Katie Hockenberry. 
Seconded by Scott Chaney. 
Business: 
Motion for a Sub-committee to be formed made by Katie Hockenberry. 
Seconded by Andy Jackson. 
Question called by Andy Jackson. 
Friendly Amendment by Scott Chaney to make Katie Hockenberry chair of the sub-
committee. 
Question called by Scott Chaney. 
Motion passes. 
Announcements: 
Pearl: time changes this weekend. 
Scott: needs to meet with West Mignon, Mif-on Tower and East Mignon representatives 
Ryan: "Alice in Wonderland" is the 13th 14 1 and 15th 
Katie: needs names and emails of everyone helping with Mock Tails 
Motion to close made by Scott Chaney. 
Seconded by Andy Jackson. 
Meeting Ended: 4:57pm 
RHA Congress Minutes March 14,2007 
Meeting Began: 4:00pm 
Attendance: Alumni, Butler, Cartmell, Thompson absent 
Exec Renorts: 
Cynthia: Elections will be March 28th; Banquet May 3rd@ 7:00pm in Commonwealth 
Room 
Brian: turn in Committee Minutes 
Samantha: turn in minutes 
Pat: no report 
Deana: No Frills went great 
Jody: Great Job with Mock Tails 
Benji: no report 
Hall Reports: 
East Mignon: Advertising 
Fields: Recreational area discussion and lounge area below; black and white movie night 
Mignon Hall: St. Patrick's Day party cancelled and discussed housing concerns 
Mignon Tower: St. Patrick's Day party went well; Vandalism walk around the building 
Nunn: Gun Control debate happened; Vandalism walk happening today 
West Mignon: "Hate" walk; April 14th- Pool Tournament 
Housing Concerns: 
Scott: elevator was broken-now fixed; there is a crack in the wall on the 2nd floor under 
the window-can see outside through crack. 
Brittani: what happened to channel 6? 
Charles: dryer on 3rd floor of Nunn not working 
Ryan: Thompson fan sounds like squealing tires; cable out for a few minutes 
Deana: bleach problem in Fields still occurring 
Committee Reports: 
Publicity: signs for events; Banner for RHA week; cutouts of ducks for tables; sticks for 
naptime 
Programming: ice cream social tomorrow March 15th from 12-2 in ADUC 
Housing Concerns: calling about cable; West Mignon vandalism check 
Old Business: none 
New Business: none 
Discussion: 
Scott: stereotypes addressed during meeting; take situations seriously 
Pearl: clarification of problems 
Dean Koett: appreciates Scott bringing problem to out attention 
Ryan: discussion should be kept in RHA and RHC's; vandalism walks could be 
detrimental 
Dean Koett: your responsibility to go out and talk to residents 
Ryan: getting negative ideas 
Cynthia: people have their own opinions 
Pat: people's minds change all the time 
Rebecka H.: our responsibility to report ideas to get residents feedback 
Scott: our responsibility to do what the residents want; not a secret society 
Charles: agrees. The earlier people know about ideas the better, they are talking about it, 
some will vandalize, some won't. 
Pearl: our meetings are open, anyone can listen to discussion; minutes are public 
minutes; used to have weekly RHA report in Trailblazer 
Katie: small attendance; try to get more people involved 
Deana: invite hall councils to come, may increase attendance 
Cynthia: councils are allowed to come 
Deana: may help out with programming 
Rebecca G.: ask councils and bring new members. 
Ryan: need to make sure attendance policy is enforced 
Samantha: attendance is smaller this semester because three halls do not have a hall 
council. 
Dallas Sammons: which halls do not have a hall council? 
Samantha: Alumni, Cartmell and Thompson 
Rebecka H.: execs should talk at MSU 101 classes and advertise at the block party 
Deana: has gone to MSU 101 classes 
Cynthia: RHA has been at block party in the past 
Pat: need to go to all MSU 101 classes 
Ryan: Does Cartmell have any form of hall council? 
Cynthia: a girl came to one meeting but never came again 
Jody: everyone had conflicting schedules 
Cynthia: attendance is different every year 
Scott: schedules change could be reason 
Cynthia: don't be discouraged 
Katie: good ways to send off positive vibes 
Pat: Duck Duck Goose game our idea- people may take our ideas, maybe not 
Ryan: just doesn't want negative PR 
Deana: don't want to make RHA look less credible 
Guest Speakers 
Kenna Allen- Running for SGA President 
Thomas Stevens- Running for SGA Executive Vice President 
-questioning candidates 
-Vote online March 2ih and then again on April3rd 
Announcements: 
Scott: have a great Spring Break 
Katie: thanks for help with Mock Tails; KD classic $4 
Pearl: have a good break be careful 
Benji: confirmed Duck Duck Goose game and Flag Football 
Motion to close made by Scott Chaney. 
Seconded by Rebecca Green. 
Meeting Ended: 4:56pm 
RHA Congress Minutes March 28, 2007 
Meeting Began: 4:02pm 
Attendance: Alumni, Cartmell, and Thompson absent 








Proposal from RHA Exec Board for Ryan Thorn to be appointed the NCC-IT for the 
2007-2008 academic year. 
Discussion: none 
Question called by Brian Stephens. 
Motion passes with one objection. 
Election Day: 
Each candidate gave a speech listing their qualifications for the position they applied to. 
Their speech was followed by a question and answer segment. Upon completion of the 
question and answer segment, each candidate was asked to leave the room and congress 
discussed the candidates qualifications and held a Pro/Con segment comparing the 
candidates. Secret ballad vote was then conducted. 
Running for Vice President of Administration for 2007-2008 academic year: 
Brittani Fussinger. 
Question and answer segment. 
Motion to end question and answer made by Brian Stephens. 
Seconded by Deana Test. 
Discussion of candidates qualities. 
Motion to end discussion made by Deana Test. 
Seconded by S~ott Chaney. 
Congress vote. 
New Vice President of Administration for 2007-2008 academic year: 
Brittani Fussingcr. 
Running for Executive Vice President for 2007-2008 academic year: 
DeeAndre Florence 
Question and Answer segment. 
Motion to end Question and Answer segment made by Deana Test. 
Seconded by Brian Stephens. 
Pro/Con Segment. 
Katie Hockenberry 
Question and Answer segment. 
Motion to end Question and Answer segment made by Brian Stephens. 
Seconded by Scott Chaney. 
Pro/Con segment. 
Andrew Jackson 
Question and Answer segment. 
Motion to end question and answer segment made by Brian Stephens. 
Seconded by Ryan Thorn. 
Pro/Con segment. 
Discussion of the three candidates. 
Motion to end discussion made by Deana Test. 
Seconded by Scott Chaney. 
Congress vote. 
New Executive Vice President for the 2007-2008 acad~mic year: 
Katie Hockenberry. 
Running for President for 2007-2008 academic year: 
Justin May 
Question and Answer segment. 
Motion to end Question and Answer segment made by Ryan Thorn. 
Seconded by Scott Chaney. 
Pro/Con segment. 
Brian Stephens 
Question and Answer segment. 
Motion to end Question and Answer segment made by Ryan Thorn. 
Seconded by Andrew Jackson. 
Pro/Con segment. 
Discussion of candidates. 
Motion to end discussion made by Deana Test. 
Seconded by Scott Chaney. 
Congress Vote. 
Tied vote, tie breaker decided by the Chair. 
New President for the 2007-2008 academic year: 
Brian Stephens. 
Discussion: 
-SOAR is Apri120ll1 
-Banquet is May 3rd from 7:00-8:30 
Motion to close made by Scott Chaney. 
Seconded by Andrew Jackson. 
Meeting Ended: 5:30pm 
RHA Congress Minutes April 4, 2007 
Meeting Began: 4:04pm 
Attendance: Alumni, Cartmell, Thompson absent 
Exec Reports: 
Cynthia: RHA banquet; invite hall councils; No meeting next week; let Cynthia know if 
hall council is coming at the next meeting; Our elections follow the process that our state 
and region follow 
Brian: New office hours: Monday and Tuesday from 10-12, Wednesday from 11-12 
Samantha: turn in minutes; make sure attendance is taken at RHA events next week. 
Pat: no report. 
Deana: no report. 
Pearl: elections- you represent RHA and Morehead State-keep that in mind; When 
voting, you need to vote for what is best for the organization, not your personal agenda 
Jody: no report 
Benji: no report. 
Hall Reports: 
Butler: RHA week; flag football; Dance Marathon 
East Mignon: no report. 
Fields: no report. 
Mignon HaD: T -shirts; Mignonm.ixer 
Mignon Tower: Spring Egg Hunt April 12th in the Lobby and basement; T -shirts $1 0; 
RA appreciation week; RHA week; BIRD Com Hole Tournament 
Nunn: Com Hole Tournament April25; took another order ofT-shirts 
West Mignon: Flag Football; RA Appreciation week- attack their doors and cook them 
dinner; Pie in the face is Apdl24th, Pool Tournament is April 14th 
Eagle Lake: no report. 
Housing Concerns: 
Eagle Lake: work order not being answered 
West Mignon: concrete flat on wall is loose 
Mignon Tower: dryers not working; step is dangerous on stairway between East Mignon 
and Mignon Hall 
Pearl: Have Jets come in and evaluate everything (dryers and washers) over the summer 
Mignon Tower: steps outside the Tower are wonderful 
Fields: sinks on first floor across from office; garbage disposal not working; sink is 
backing up 
Committee Reports: 
Housing: Eagle Lake, Fields garbage disposal reported tomorrow personally; survey-
talked with Dallas Sammons-said that most questions are already asked on their survey. 
Will let next years housing committee know the results of the survey; Vandalism reports; 
Newsletter next week. 
Programming: RHA week: Monday-Freeze Tag @ 5 on Laughlin Lawn; Tuesday: RA 
appreciation table in ADUC from 10-2; Wednesday: Nap time on Fields Lawn from 12-4; 
Thursday: Water Balloon Fight on Laughlin Lawn from 4~ 7; Friday: Pop Day at ADUC 
from 12~2; Flag Football signups in RHA office~ come get signs for your halls 
Publicity: flyers for RHA week events; Banner for RHA week; Ducks on Tables for 
Duck, Duck Goose Game. 
Old Business: none 
New Business: none 
Discussion: 
Pat: The BIRD online hosting Com Hole Tournament April 24th @5 on Laughlin Lawn~ 
RHA could bring popcorn machine, can also participate, welcome to come hang out~ 
questions email thebirdonline@yahoo.com 
Cynthia: no meeting next week, discuss if you want to help now 
Pat: can work and participate 
Brian: good idea for PR 
Brittani: will help 
Katie: will be good to get RHA name out 
Deana: popcorn machine 
Cynthia: can bring popcorn machine 
Pearl: Jody, Benji and Pearl can't help with RHA week because of room sign ups 
Scott: should RHC's meet? 
Cynthia: up to you all to decide if you need to or not, encourage them to attend events 
Announcements 
Pearl: flyers for Homosexuality talk~ hang them in your halls 
Rebecka H.: May 1st Spaghetti Dinner 6-9 at Carl Perkins Center- Money goes to RAD 
Benji: mom sign ups are in the basement of Fields 
Brian: April 18th is National Day of Silence 
Scott: motion to adjourn 
Cynthia: denied-Cynthia is getting married! 
Motion to Close made by Scott Chaney. 
Seconded by Rebecca Green. 
Meeting Ended: 4:52pm 
RHA Congress Minutes April18t11 2007 
Meeting Began: 4:02pm 
Attendance: Alumni, Cartmell, East Mignon, and Thompson absent 
Exec Reports: 
Cynthia: RHA week-weather is unpredictable-that's not our fault; everyone should have 
stepped up. Do not give up-still have Flag Football and Duck, Duck Goose. 
Brian: no report. 
Samantha: tum in minutes. 
Pat: Keep VA Tech in your thoughts; Morehead is very close to a Hall Director at VA 
Tech. 
Deana: no report. 
Benji: no report. 
Jody: no report. 
Hall Reports: 
Butler: no report. 
Fields: Black and White movie 
Mignon Hall: Andy-New Exec VP; RHA banquet-2 from hall council attending; Block 
Party; RHA week 
Mignon Tower: still selling t-shirts; Cinco De Mayo at the end of the year 
Nunn: working on a community activity 
West Mignon: West Mignon Snow Days on April 24th; RHA week and Flag Football 
Housing Concerns 
Eagle Lake: closet organizer in Room 109 
Mignon Hall: cable on and off during the day; internet is shaky 
Fields: 1st floor sink and garbage disposal; phones are static 
West Mignon: brown water coming out of room 
Banquet: 
3 more from Mignon Hall 
3 more from West Mignon 
Committee Reports: 
Housing Concerns: Charles is checking on work orders; email from public safety 
Programming: Flag Football tonight; Duck, Duck Goose assignments done by next 
week 
Publicity: Duck, Duck Goose event created on Facebook; Flyers made next Monday for 
each floor and each lobby; mass email; ducks on the tables in ADUC, Goose somewhere; 
buying a banner to put in ADUC. 
Discussion: 
Deana: cards for VA Tech RHF and Office ofResidence Life 
Cynthia: your responsibility to represent your hall; you are required to hang up signs that 
you are given-in constitution 
Old Business: none 
New Business: none 
Announcements: 
Ryan: Keep VA Tech in your prayers 
Rebecca H.: May 1st there is a dinner at the Carl Perkins Center sponsored by Gamma 
Phi Beta- proceeds go to RAD and Habitat for Humanity. 
Motion to close made by Brian Stephens. 
Seconded by Scott Chaney. 
Meeting Ended: 4:40pm 
RHA Congress Minutes April 25t11 2007 
Meeting Began: 4:06pm 
Attendance: Alumni, Butler, Cartmell, East Mignon, Fields, and Thompson absent 
Exec Reports: 
Cynthia: thanks to everyone who is here; good job with hall events this year; Flag 
Football went well-the winners will receive free dinner at CiCi's; January and February 
State BOB winners; make Duck, Duck Goose fun; next week is last meeting-will get 
ready for Duck, Duck Goose game-organize who does what, everyone will have a job 
Brian: no report. 
Samantha: turn in minutes. 
Pat: no report. 
Deana: flower bed outside of Radar Hall- need people to help plant stuff. 
Benji: thanks for help with Flag Football 
Jody: thanks to you all for being dedicated this year, hope to see you all back next year 
Dallas Sammons: Pearl can not make it to the meeting. 
Committee Discussion of Duck, Duck Goose game: 
Publicity: 
Scott: made Facebook group and signs 
Andy: designed flyers 
Rebecka: rubber ducks on tables and cutouts of ducks 
Cynthia: banner and mass email 
Programming: 
Michelle: talking with city officials 
Katie: taping in the box 
Brittani: sign in sheet. 
Brian: need megaphone 
Deana: card swipe 
Cynthia: can make a Morehead State Record if nothing else. 
Rebecka: might be able to try again next year. 
Deana: competition; open to the community 
Benji: contact Rowan County Schools 
Deana: card swipe only way of keeping attendance? 
Cynthia: open up only one entrance 
Michelle: can stop by the Board of Education and let them know about it 
Deana: duck cut outs in Resource room 
Cynthia: big signs for each hall-need to wait until conformation 
Jody: ask each hall council to make a sign 
Rebecka: put a sign on the tripod in ADUC 
Pat: WKYT may be at the event 
Jody: flyers in public library 
Deana: name tags 
Benji: pin ducks on ourselves 
Deana: next weeks meeting 
Katie: need to be down there early 
Cynthia: PR will be done by then 
Deana: liability form 
Pat: Dean Koett said that you can not take away liability 
Charles: has a friend who is a Paramedic, could possibly come 
Cynthia: can call911 
Old Business: none 
New Business: 
Motion made by Samantha Arnett to impeach Heather Edwards. 
Seconded by Ryan Thorn. 
Discussion: 
Deana: it takes over three weeks for impeachment process. 
Motion to suspend rules made by Brian Stephens. 
Seconded by Samantha Arnett. 
Discussion: 
Katie: why are we impeaching her? 
Cynthia: she informed us that she would resign but we have never received 
documentation. 
Deana: documentation on others who have quit? 
Cynthia: have some form of documentation. 
Question called by Brian Stephens. 
Motion passes with three objections and one abstain. 
Discussion: 
Scott: has anyone asked her for her letter? 
Brian: have asked, never received anything 
Pat: with old policy, have to impeach without documentation 
Question called by Brian Stephens 
Motion passes with two objections and four abstain. 
Discussion: 
Charles: Housing concerns paper-emailed to Brian; parking email- 1307 Employees on 
campus and 1250 parking spaces. This is why employees park in other areas. 
Scott: shouldn't sell so many tags if there is not enough spots 
Ryan: parking will always be an issue 
Dallas: faculty do get tickets and their cars will get towed. At any given time on campus 
not all spots will be full due to class schedules. 
Ryan: just a convenience issue 
Charles: not against policy for E to park in S. 
Katie: move on to another topic. 
Motion to unsuspended the rules made by Brian Stephens. 
Seconded by Brittani Fussinger. 
Motion passes. 
Housing Concerns 
Scott: cable fuzzy and internet shaky in Mignon Hall 
Deana: vandalism in the elevator in Mignon Tower 
Ryan: vandalism gone off the front of West Mignon 
Charles: will try to get all of these taken care of. 
Announcements: 
Logging Forum tonight @ 6 in Button. 
Jody: RA Applications 
Motion to Close made by Scott Chaney. 
Seconded by Brittani Fussinger. 
Meeting Ended: 4:50pm 
RHA Congress Minutes May 2"d, 2007 
Meeting Began: 4:02pm 
Attendance: Alumni, Cartmell, East Mignon, Thompson absent 
Exec Reports: 
Cynthia: Banquet tomorrow; good job this year! 
Brian: no report 
Samantha: no report 
Pat: no report 
Deana: no report 
Pearl: no report 
Jody: good luck on finals 
Benji: no report 
Housing Concerns: 
Scott: exterior of Mignon Hall deteriorating 
Nunn: elevator on the right side does not work 
Fields: windows are malfunctioning; internet acting up 
Mignon Hall: cable acting up 
Nunn: 06 rooms- power will cut out on wall with desks 
Katie: Penelope may get mad at constmction. 
Scott: what parking will be taken away? 
Pearl: not sure until closer to August. 
HaJJ Reports: 
Fields: no report 
Mignon Hall: Duck, Duck Goose; Mignon Mixer 
Mignon Tower: Mignon Mixer 
Nunn: no report 
West Mignon: Mignon Mixer; Benji thanked everyone for a great semester 
Eagle Lake: no report. 
Discussion of Duck, Duck Goose Game: 
-weather not cooperating 
-What should we do? 
-call off? Wait it out? 
-can not have it in the rain 
Pat: rather not call it off; play it out 
Ryan: go for it. 
Pearl: pocket of clear weather 
Cathryn: Publicity not very good; move it to another night or call it off 
Katie: try it 
Scott: send out Facebook message "If its raining its called off." 
Cynthia: options are 1.) call it offbefore it rains 2.) call off now 3.) do it anyway 
-Option 1 wins 
-Counters: Deana, Brittani, Brian 
-working the field: Samantha, Rebecka H., Andy 
-Secwity: Ryan and Michelle 
-everyone else troubleshooters 
Discussion of what members learned from RHA: 
-working together 
-programming, how meetings run 





Motion made by Scott Chaney to let SGA members speak. 
Seconded by Cathryn Walrath. 
Resolution from SGA committee for new Student Lounge. 
Discussion: 
Scott: need something like this for the students. 
Dee: where will it be placed 
-bac;;ement of Fields is one option. 
Michelle: could be a :p.oise problem for residents 
-want to keep noise down, have a workstudy working at all times 
Pt. of lnformapon by Cynthia: not voting on where it's located, just voting on 
supporting the student lounge. 
Scott: possibly put the lounge in ADUC? 
-availability issue 
Rebecca G.: secwity in Fields 
-open to suggestiorts 
-survey Fields residents, will survey next year to new residents 
Question called by Brian Stephens 
Motion passes. 
Announcements: 
Pat: Luau at Alumni tonight@ 7:00pm 
Katie: be at the field at 6 
Michelle: taking truck down if anyone needs a ride 
Ryan: pray it doesn't rain 
Cynthia: banquet tomorrow night in the Commonwealth room at 7:OOpm 
Motion to close made by Scott Chaney. 
Seconded by Rebecka Hollon. 
Meeting Ended: 4:56pm 
